Austroflex Pre-Insulated Pipe Systems
Fast Installation, Low Heat Loss & Diffusion Barrier
We are pleased to have partnered with Austrian manufacturer Austroflex, to supply the
AustroPUR and AustroPEX ranges of pre-insulated pipes suitable for heating, sanitary and cold
water applications available in single, twin and quad pipe configurations.
The low heat loss of both types of Austroflex pipe, means that hot water or heating water
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can be supplied into the buildings from the heat source maintaining the water temperature,
ensuring a high level of energy efficiency, and saving money on running costs for the end user.
The corrugated outer casing has a built-in diffusion barrier, to maintain the heat retention
efficiency of the pipe system throughout its entire service life.
The product’s improved flexibility stems from a unique combination of the new corrugated
outercasing and a newly formulated softer cellular insulation foam. The pipe systems are simple
and fast to install with the small bend radius making them ideal for use in projects with curves,
or with a high number of obstacles on site.

Find out more at www.maincor.co.uk or call us on 01455 555930.

Product Features
• The Corrugated Outer Case allows for a tight bending radius for fast
installation
• Diffusion Barrier built into the outer casing ensures the insulation
properties remain constant over the entire life of the pipe
• Improved Insulation Foam low heat losses improve energy efficiency
and system performance
• Self-compensating Design (bonded pipe system) eliminates any need
for expansion ﬁttings
• The pipe is Marked Every Metre to help plan runs on site
• No Specialist Tools are required for the joints
• Pipe is available for Hot Water and Heating Applications
• The fittings are High Quality DZR Brass and fittings 32mm and over
include two bolts - one for opening the fitting and one for tightening
it on to the pipe, for ease of installation

Installation Features
• Customised Lengths - Pipe can be cut to length to suit your project
requirements, minimising waste
• Easy Roll Out - The coils are easy to unroll by hand
• Hand Tools Only - No specialist tools are required
• Easy Building Entry Fixtures - Easy to install ﬁttings makes it simple to
connect the pipe to the building’s heating and water systems
• Long Lengths - Coil configurations are available up to 340m
depending on pipe size

Tel: 01455 555930 Web: www.maincor.co.uk

Maincor Ltd reserves the right to alter specification without notice.
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Austroflex Application Types
Simple A to B Connections

Flexible District Heating Schemes

AustroPUR pipe is ideal for minimising heat loss in point to
point heating applications, such as connecting a property to an
external renewable heat source located in an outhouse – as can
be seen in the example below which uses a heat pump to supply
heating water to a thermal store inside the house.

In addition to pre-insulated pipe the AustroPUR system
includes a full range of accessories such as brass fittings and
connectors.

AustroPUR is available in long lengths (supplied to suit the site
requirements), and the improved flexibility of the pipe makes for
easy installation and minimises the need for joints. Typically the
pipe can be installed in one uninterrupted length from the heat
source to the building, eliminating intermediate joints entirely thus minimising installation and system costs.

The wide range of products available for AustroPUR makes
the system perfect for use in larger scale installations such as
community heating projects, which will typically have a central
heat source (such as a biomass plant) supplying multiple
buildings on the site. Flexible district heating schemes will tend
to have several pipe branches and multiple underground joints
featured in the design – as illustrated in the example below. Our
range of fittings are perfect for joining AustroPUR Pipes whilst
enabling the low heat loss performance of the system to be
maintained across the project.

Corrugated outer casing made of
high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
Built-in diffusion barrier
Polyurethane (PUR)
foam insulation

PEX Service pipe with
oxygen barrier

Applications

Housing

Agricultural

School

Businesses

Sports Centres

Hotels

Renewable Energy Heat Sources

Solar Thermal
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Ground Source Heat Pump

Biomass / Biogas

Tel: 01455 555930 Web: www.maincor.co.uk

Air Source Heat Pump

Wood Pellet Boiler

Maincor Ltd reserves the right to alter specification without notice.

